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Mortgage cashback offers worth thousands of dollars for switching to a new lender

could cost the borrower nearly six times any savings because of higher interest

rates and fees.

Borrowers are being offered up to $3000 by lenders that are aggressively

competing to build market share by poaching new clients in booming property

markets.

Nearly seven out of 10 borrowers are upgraders, seeking new finance to improve

the amenity or location of their home, or others refinancing their existing loan to

take advantage of lower rates and reduce household costs, says Australian Finance

Group (AFG), an ASX-listed mortgage group.

Brokers say others are seeking to free up cash to refurbish their existing property,

often because working from home during the COVID-19 pandemic means they

need more room.

“Market conditions are really hot,” says Anita Marshall, managing director of

Advanced Finance Solutions, a mortgage broker.
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A cashback reward program is a scheme offered by a lender where an upfront cash

payment is paid to the borrower to cover switching costs. The accompanying table

shows some of the schemes, the amounts offered and what types of loans they can

be used for.

But exclusive analysis of the top four lenders shows that borrowers of $1 million

who accept a cashback from the big four bank lenders could pay between $7300

and nearly $12,000 in additional costs over the first three years of the loan.

For example, says Canstar, a borrower who accepts a $2000 cashback for refinance

from CBA, the nation’s largest lender, on a $1 million, 30-year principal and interest

loan that is fixed for three years at 2.19 per cent will end up paying an extra $11,699

at the end of the term compared with a borrower on the lowest rate of 1.79 per cent.

A borrower who accepts NAB’s $2000 cashback and three-year fixed rate of 2.08

per cent will be $9477 worse off than a borrower on the cheapest fixed rate at the

end of the term, says Canstar.

A borrower taking Westpac’s $3000 cashback for the same loan and locking into

the bank’s 2.08 per cent rate will pay an extra $8477, while an ANZ borrower taking

the same offer will be about $7306 worse off.

On a $400,000 loan, the extra amount paid by a cashback borrower with a big four

lender who locks into their best three-year fixed rates rather than the cheapest

ranges from about $4700 through to $2900, adds Canstar.

CBA’s three-year fixed rate of 2.19 per cent is the most expensive among the big

banks. about 40 basis points higher than the cheapest equivalent rate on offer.
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“Many borrowers taking the cashback are only getting the equivalent of one

month’s mortgage repayment on a 30-year loan. They’ve got to remember there are

another 359 months to go,” says Steve Mickenbecker, Canstar’s group executive for

financial services.

Many cashbacks are also conditional on the borrower locking into credit cards and

other financial service packages costing several hundred dollars a year in

additional fees.

“Borrowers need to calculate whether it will cover myriad legal and administrative

fees, break costs and other charges involved in replacing a mortgage,” says Chris

Foster-Ramsay, principal of Foster Ramsay Finance, a mortgage broker.

According to AFG, upgraders, refinancers and investors are the most active buyers

in the market as first-timers are being forced out by rising prices.

Sharp price rises, strong auction clearance rates, surging sales and housing finance

at record highs means the market is boomingmarket is boomingmarket is boomingmarket is boomingmarket is booming, say analysts.

Total lending for May topped a record $32 billion, topped a record $32 billion, topped a record $32 billion, topped a record $32 billion, topped a record $32 billion, an increase of about 95 per cent

over the same time last year with owner-occupier borrowing increasing by $23.4

billion, also a record and 88 per cent higher than last year, government analysis

shows.

“This is being driven by record low mortgage rates, home buyer incentives,

economic and jobs recovery, pent up demand, activity associated with a desire to

‘escape from the city’ and an element of FOMO [fear of missing out], ” says Shane

Oliver, chief economist for AMP Capital.

Foster-Ramsay says a borrower with healthy equity in their property should be

able to negotiate a better rate by directly negotiating with their existing lender.

Lenders want to retain quality borrowers with a consistent record of repayments,

income that comfortably covers their expenses and equity in their property, he

adds.

Here are 10 issues to consider before considering a switch:
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Does the lender require borrowers to switch into a package loan that

includes insurance and credit cards? Fees vary, but budget for annual costs

of about $400.

1

How much is the new lender’s settlement fee? It typically costs about $365.2

What is the comparison rate of the new loan? A comparison rate includes

the interest rate plus additional loan fees and charges.
3

Is it necessary to have the property revalued? This is not generally required

but for standard properties it can cost between $220 and $330.
4

Lawyer fees and taxes. In addition to legal costs, which can range from

$400 to $600, there is a mortgage registration fee. This is a state

government fee charged when the incumbent lender deregisters a

mortgage and the next lender registers the new one. Costs vary between

states and territories but expect between $250 and $350.

5

How does the new lender’s mortgage rate compare to the best on the

market? It’s easy to shop around for top rates with online market

comparison sites and mortgage calculators.

6

Those trying to quit a fixed rate will be charged additional fees. These can

cost several thousand dollars, depending on the size of the original loan.
7

Check for any hidden fees and charges. Ask for a detailed breakdown of

signing-on fees before agreeing to the loan. This could include application,

settlement and discharge fees.

8

Does the new lender’s fixed rate roll into a high variable rate? The way you

can check this is to compare its current variable rate to others on offer,

although this can vary with time.

9

Will your existing lender match the competing offer?10
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